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as many books as you like (personal use). Author : B. D. Hames : Garland Science Release Date : 2005 Genre: Medical Pages : 438 ISBN 10 : 0415367786 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : This book offers the reader a quick opportunity to familiarize himself with the most important facts and concepts of the topic. The extended topics include cell
structure and imaging, microarrays, proteomics and signal transduction. -- Back cover. Author : Victor L. Davidson Publisher : Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins Release Date : 1999 Genre: Medical Pages : 479 ISBN 10 : 0683305034 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : NMS Biochemistry, Fourth Edition, is intended to help medical students
successfully complete a course in biochemistry and prepare for USMLE step 1. This new edition has been significantly updated and comprehensively rewritten to underline its medical relevance. Author: Richard A. Harvey (Ph.D.) Publisher : Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins Release Date : 2011 Genre: Medical Pages : 520 ISBN 10 : 9781608314126 GET
BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : Rev. ed. Biochemistry / Pamela C. Champe, Richard A. Harvey, Denise R. Ferrier. 4th edition c2008. Author : J. Robin Harris Publisher : Springer Science &amp; Business Media Release Date : 1996-01-31 Genre: Science Pages : 435 ISBN 10 : 0306451484 GET BOOK Subcellular Biochemistry Book Description : In
Volume 25, leading experts present studies on the value of increased ascorbic acid intake and research their specific contributions to human and animal health. Author : Denise R. Ferrier Publisher : Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins Release Date : 2013-05-24 Genre: Medical Pages : 552 ISBN 10 : 9781451175622 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description
: Lippincott's Illustrated Reviews: Biochemistry is the long-established first-and best resource for the essentials of biochemistry. Students rely on this text to quickly review, assimilate, and integrate large amounts of critical and complex information. For more than two decades, lecturers and students have praised the incomparable illustration of LIR
Biochemistry that brings concepts to life. New! Extensive revisions and updated content integrative and chapter-based cases new and updated numbers new and updated numbers new questions Bonus on Blood Clotting Plus all the distinctive features you count from Lippincott's Illustrated Reviews: Outline format - perfect for short review and basic learning
Annotated, full-color illustrations - visually complex biochemical processes explain chapter overviews and summaries - - Your study time Clinical boxes – take students quickly from classroom to patient and combine key concepts with real-world scenarios More than 200 review questions in the book FREE with purchase! A comprehensive online exam with
more than 500 practical questions, plus fully searchable eBook author : PH D Keith Wilson Publisher : Cambridge University Press Release Date: 2000-03-16 Genre: Medical Pages: 784 ISBN 10 : 052165873X GET BOOK Principles and Techniques of Practical Biochemistry Book Description : New Edition of Biochemistry Textbook That Uses Principles and
Techniques in Practical Classes. Author : Allan Gaw Publisher : Elsevier Health Sciences Release Date: 2008 Genre: Medical Pages : 179 ISBN 10 : 9780443069321 GET BOOK Clinical Biochemistry Book Description : 2014 BMA Medical Book Awards Highly Commended in Basic and Clinical Sciences category! This completely revised edition of Clinical
Biochemistry provides an essential read for today's medical student students and anyone who needs a concise, practical introduction to this topic. The topics are presented in a series of two-way learning units, each covering a specific aspect of clinical biochemistry. Four sections provide a core basis in this topic: the introduction of clinical biochemistry
provides a basic insight into the functioning of a modern hospital laboratory and the interpretation of test results; Nuclear biochemistry covers the majority of routine analyses carried out and their relevance in a clinical environment; Endocrinology includes the thyroid gland, adrenal glands, pituitary gland and gonades functional tests; Special studies provide an
overview of less sought-after but important analyses. Each learning unit has been thoroughly reviewed and updated to reflect the latest field developments and clinical best practices, and all new materials are included on: Myocardial Infarction Gastrointestinal Diseases Osteoporosis Proteinuria Diagnosis of Diabetes Trace Metals Screening Tests Pediatrics
Covers Clinical Biochemistry from the Clinician's Point of View with the Diagnostic Service Presented Topics in Easily Accessible Two-Sided Spreads, Key Point Fields, Flowdiagrams and Summary Points Well Illustrated with Four-Color Drawings and Clinical Photographs New Appendix Added to other many of the topics covered in the book. To reflect the
difficulties people sometimes have in analyzing hyper- and hypocalaemia, the existing spread is divided into two - one spread to hyperkalemia and another to hypokalemia. The spread of hypertension is revised and updated to take account of the fact that the both in treatment and in screening for secondary hypertension. Spreads on Myocardial Author :
Michael Lieberman Publisher : Lippincott Williams &amp; Wilkins Release Date : : Genre: Medical Pages : 1011 ISBN 10 : 078177022X GET BOOK Marks Basic Medical Biochemistry Book Description : A best-selling core lehrbook for medical students taking medical biochemistry, Marks' Basic Medical Biochemistry link biochemical concepts to physiology and
pathophysiology, using hypothetical patients vignettes to illustrate core concepts. The revised Third Edition has been completely updated to include full-color art, advanced clinical notes, and summary summaries at the end of the chapter. A new companion website offers the fully searchable online text, an interactive question bench with 250 multiple-choice
questions, animations that represent important biochemical processes, self-contained summaries of patients described in the book, and a comprehensive list of disorders covered in the text, with relevant website links. A picture bench containing all the images in the text will be available to the faculty. Author : Tom Brody Publisher : Academic Press Release
Date : 1999 Genre: Medical Pages : 1006 ISBN 10 : 0121348369 GET BOOK Nutritional Biochemistry Book Description : This real-world approach allows students to come up with a realistically informed view of the basis for much of our understanding of nutritional biochemistry. Author : William J. Marshall Publisher : Elsevier Health Sciences Release Date :
2008 Genre: Medical Pages : 984 ISBN 10 : 9780443101861 GET BOOK Clinical Biochemistry Book Description : Now completely revised and updated, Clinical Biochemistry, third edition is essential reading for special trainees, especially those preparing for postgraduate examinations. It is also an invaluable up-to-date reference for all established
practitioners, including medical and scientific clinical biochemists. Building on the success of previous editions, this leading textbook focuses primarily on clinical aspects of the topic and provides detailed information on all conditions under which clinical biochemistry is used in diagnosis and management - including nutritional disorders, diabetes, inherited
metabolic diseases, metabolic bone disease, renal calculi and dyslipidemia. The collection and interpretation of clinical biochemical data is also discussed in detail. Extended sections on hematology and immunology for clinical biochemists provide a thorough understanding of both laboratory and clinical aspects New chapters are included in key
developmental areas such as metabolic response to stress, forensic aspects of clinical biochemistry and data quality management An extended editorial team - including three expert additions - ensures accuracy of and Relevance for current curricula and clinical practice An excellent new electronic companion version provides an improved learning
experience and quick reference reference Anywhere! Elsevier ExpertConsult.com Enhanced eBooks for healthcare professionals Compatible with PC, Mac®, most mobile devices and eReaders, browse, search and interact with this title - online and offline. Redeem your PIN at expertconsult.com today! Easy navigation and search across all Elsevier titles
Seamless, Real-time integration between devices Adjustable text size and brightness notes and highlights share with other users via social media Interactive content Author: Keith Wilson Publisher : Cambridge University Press Release Date : 2010-03-04 Genre: Medical Pages : 744 ISBN 10 : 9780521516358 GET BOOK Principles and Techniques of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Description : Uniquely integrates the theory and practice of the most important experimental techniques for biosciences. Now includes drug discovery and clinical biochemistry. Author : Keshav Trehan Publisher : New Age International Release Date : 1990-12 Genre: Biochemistry Pages : 580 ISBN 10 : 8122402488 GET
BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : The Present Volume Provides an Excellent Up-to-Date Account Of The Course And Development Of Biochemistry. The text revolves around the basic principles of biochemistry as well as molecular and biochemical control mechanisms, which are responsible for structural, information-related and behavioral properties of
cells and lead to a composite picture of modern biochemistry. The book is divided into five sections, which follow an introductory chapter on the biochemical foundations of life. Part I discusses the basics and foundations, which include four chapters, to finally prepare a student for entry into the realm of biochemistry. This part is specially designed to clarify the
basic concepts and introduce quantification in biochemical sciences and is a distinctive and decisive feature above all the existing texts. Part II deals with the molecular structure and organization of biomolecules. This part consists of five chapters that describe in detail, The Biochemical Organization of Information Molecules in Living Cells. Part Iii presents the
biosynthesis of biomolecules, which comprises five chapters detailing the biochemical control of the movement of information molecules in living cells. Part Iv describes the dynamics of energy transformation and presents six chapters dealing with maintenance and energy consumption in biochemical processes. Part V deals with enzymeology and special
aspects of metabolism and contains eleven chapters that deal specifically with current developments and topics of current importance. This volume concludes with a chapter on the location and relevance of biochemistry on a Platform. Each chapter is followed by a short list of selected general references to this particular topic. There are seven indices that
follow the full write-down and Useful in providing additional and additional information, to a connection between all sections and Chapters.In view of Academic Curriculu Author : J. A. Cowan Publisher : John Wiley &amp; Sons Release Date : 1997-03-21 Genre: Science Pages : 456 ISBN 10 : 0471188956 GET BOOK Anorganic Biochemistry Book Description
: The text will provide a set of problems covering mechanistic, structural and spectropic issues ininorganicchemistry. Areas to be treated include coordination chemistry, physiochemical aspects of solution chemistry, inorganic chemistry of biological systems (both natural biomolecules and bioinorganic models). Clear working examples are included. The issues
are categorized by topic chapters to facilitate reference and use in courses. They will be a valuable resource for trainers and will provide a means of testing and developing the many principles discussed in texts and advanced courses. Students often find it difficult to find practical problems to test the principles they learned in class. This text will contain a
number of questions to test understanding and examples of work as pedagogical aids. Author : Reginald H. Garrett Publisher : Cengage Learning Release Date: 2008-12-28 Genre: Science Pages : 1184 ISBN 10 : 9780495109358 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : Continuing Garrett and Grisham's innovative conceptual and organizing framework,
Essential Questions, BIOCHEMISTRY guide students through courses concepts in a way that reveals the beauty and usefulness of biochemistry in the everyday world. The balanced presentation of the book has been streamlined for greater clarity and readability, and to make it more interesting for visual learners, this edition also includes new photos and
illustrations that show the theme throughout the text. New problems at the end of the chapter, MCAT practical issues, and the unprecedented text/media integration with the power of CengageNOW complete this extraordinary package and give students the tools they need to master course concepts and develop critical problem-solving skills that they can
access long after the course ends. Important note: Media content referenced in the product description or product body may not be available in the e-book version. Author : David E. Metzler Verlag : Academic Press Release Date : 2001-04-06 Genre: Medical Pages : 937 ISBN 10 : 0124925405 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : The most
comprehensive textbook/reference ever covering the chemical basis of life, the Green Bible of Biochemistry has been a prestigious contribution in this field for more than twenty years. The complex cells are described in detail, along with the forces that hold them together and the chemical reactions that enable detection, signaling and movement. There is a lot
of information about the body, its genome and the effect of muscles, eyes and the brain. The complete set deals with the natural world, dealing with the metabolism of bacteria, toxins, antibiotics, specialized compounds of plants, photosynthesis, luminescence of fireflies, among many other topics. * The most comprehensive biochemical text reference on the
market * Organized in two volumes, consisting of 32 chapters and with the latest research results in this field * Biological content is emphasized: for example, macromolecular structures and enzyme effect are discussed Author : Michael B. Davies Publisher : Royal Society of Chemistry Publication date : 1991 Genre: Medical Pages : 154 ISBN 10 : 0851863337
GET BOOK Vitamin C Book Description : Vitamin C , which deals with the history, chemistry, biochemistry and medical significance of vitamin C, is the first to offer a thorough, interdisciplinary study of this essential and fascinating compound. The book offers a comprehensive and systematic account of the vitamin C history, the complete sticking of the history
of scurvy and how its healing led to the suggestion, discovery and isolation of the vitamin, later called L-ascorbic acid. It describes in detail the structural determination, synthesis and production of the vitamin as well as its oxidation products, derivatives and related compounds. Its main biochemical roles are fully categorized and explained, and the medical
importance of the vitamin, including the recent use of so-called megadoses, is discussed in detail. Vitamin C will be of interest to a very broad readership and will provide students with useful background information and inspiration at various levels. It will also be important for the interested chemist or layman as well as for those who do research in this field.
Author : Mark Hargreaves Publisher : Human Kinetics Release Date : 1999 Genre: Science Pages : 337 ISBN 10 : 0880117583 GET BOOK Biochemistry of Exercise X Book Description : Drawing from the work of leading researchers in 26 countries, Biochemistry of Exercise X delivers an up-to-date, wide-examination of membranes, ranging, and exercise.
Experts in the field of biochemistry offer the latest research results on topics such as signaling, excitation contraction, metabolism and adaptation. The book contains the work of the renowned Tenth International Conference on Biochemistry of the Movement, held by the Research Group on Biochemistry of Exercise (ICSSPE) from 15 to 19 July 1997 in
Sydney, Australia. With 48 illustrations and 9 tables, the biochemistry of Exercise X thoroughly examines the basic mechanisms that shape motion biochemistry, and their applications in certain areas in this field. Author : Elaine R. Berman Publisher : Springer Science &amp; Business Media Release Date : 1991-04-30 Genre: Science Pages : 476 ISBN 10 :
0306436337 GET BOOK Biochemistry of the the the Book Description : My first introduction to the eye came more than three decades ago, when my close friend and mentor, the late Professor Isaac C. Michaelson, convinced me that studying the biochemistry of eye tissue would be a worthwhile pursuit. I rushed to explain that I knew nothing about the subject,
as relatively few basic biochemical studies on eye tissue had appeared in world literature. However, Professor Michaelson assured me that two books on eye biochemistry had already been written. One of them, a beautiful monograph of Arlington Krause (1934) of Johns Hopkins Hospital, is still worth reading for our historical perspective. The other, published
22 years later, was written by Antoinette Pirie and Ruth van Heyningen (1956), whose pioneering achievements in eye biochemistry are known throughout the eye research community and beyond at the Nuffield Laboratory of Ophthalmology in Oxford, England. To their credit are classical studies of retinal, corneal and lens biochemistry, which began in the
1940s and continued for many decades afterwards. Her important book on the biochemistry of the eye, published in 1956, is a volume that has been a milestone in this field for many years. In recent years, however, a spectacular amount of new information has been collected in ocular biochemistry. In addition, investigators' specialization in a specific field of
biochemistry or eye tissue is increasing. Author : Naval Medical School (USA) Publisher : Publication Date: 1960 Genre: Biochemistry Pages: 360 ISBN 10 : MINN:319510003769424 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : Author : Thomas Briggs Publisher : Springer Science &amp; Business Media Release Date: 20 12-12-06 Genre: Science Pages :
288 ISBN 10 : 9781461242000 GET BOOK Biochemistry Book Description : Since 1975, when the Faculty of the University of Oklahoma created its review course for second-year medical students , the Oklahoma Notes are among the most trusted and widely used ratings for the National Boards. Each Oklahoma Notes book represents the core information of
a segment of the medical school curriculum. Written by some of the most effective medical educators in the country, and now thoroughly updated and revised, the Oklahoma Notes feature: Concise text presented in outline format for quick review; Content designed to promote board success; Self-assessment questions that align with the current format of the
USMLE exam; more tables and figures to facilitate self-assessment and verification; cost-effective, complete coverage of all compartments that were used in the first years of medical school. School. School.
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